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Abstract—Decomposition is an efficient and prevailing strategy for solving multi-objective optimization problems (MOPs). Its success has been witnessed by MOEA/D and its variants. In decomposition-based methods, an MOP is decomposed into a number of scalar subproblems by using various scalarizing functions. Most decomposition schemes adopt the weighting method to construct scalarizing functions. In this paper, another classical generation method in the field of mathematical programming, that is the $\varepsilon$-constraint method, is adopted for the multi-objective optimization. It selects one of the objectives as the main objective and converts other objectives into constraints. We incorporate the $\varepsilon$-constraint method into the decomposition strategy and propose a new decomposition-based multi-objective evolutionary algorithm with the $\varepsilon$-constraint framework (DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C). It decomposes an MOP into a series of scalar constrained optimization subproblems by assigning each subproblem with an upper bound vector. These subproblems are optimized simultaneously by using information from neighboring subproblems. Besides, a main objective alternation strategy, a solution-to-subproblem matching procedure, and a subproblem-to-solution matching procedure are proposed to strike a balance between convergence and diversity. DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C is compared with six state-of-the-art multi-objective evolutionary algorithms, including MOEA/D, MOEA/D-DRA, MOEA/D-AWA, SMEA, MOCell, and SMPSO. Experimental studies demonstrate that DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C outperforms or performs competitively against these algorithms on the majority of thirty-four continuous benchmark problems, and it also shows obvious advantages in solving multiobjective 0-1 knapsack problems.

Index Terms—Multi-objective optimization, decomposition, $\varepsilon$-constraint method, main objective alternation strategy, solution-to-subproblem matching procedure, subproblem-to-solution matching procedure.

I. INTRODUCTION

MANY real-world practical problems have two or more objectives which are usually conflicted. These problems to be handled are named multi-objective optimization problems (MOPs). An MOP can be stated as follows:

$$P0: \text{minimize } F(x) = (f_1(x), f_2(x), ..., f_m(x))$$ subject to $x = (x_1, x_2, ..., x_n) \in \Omega$

where $x = (x_1, x_2, ..., x_n)$ is the decision vector. It belongs to the nonempty feasible set $\Omega$. $F : \Omega \rightarrow R^m$ consists of $m(\geq 2)$ objective functions $f_i : R^n \rightarrow R, i = 1, ..., m$. The objective functions in $P0$ contradict each other, and no single solution optimizes them simultaneously. The Pareto optimality is a tradeoff among these conflicting objectives [1] [2]. Any improvement in one objective of a Pareto optimal point must lead to deteriorations in at least one other objective. The set of all the Pareto optimal points is called the Pareto set (PS) and the set of all the Pareto optimal objective vectors is called the Pareto front (PF).

Very often, an approximation of the PF with manageable number of points and even distribution along the true PF is needed and presented to decision makers for the purpose of supporting their decision-making. Recently, various multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) have been widely accepted as major approaches for approximating the true PF [3]–[5]. Based on their selection strategies, these algorithms can be categorized into three classes: Pareto dominance-based [6]–[11], performance indicator-based [12], [13], and decomposition-based [14]–[22]. Among them, the decomposition-based approaches are growing in popularity and become major methodologies for the multi-objective optimization thanks to their good properties.

MOEA/D [15] is the most popular decomposition-based MOEA. It decomposes an MOP into a number of scalar optimization subproblems and then applies evolutionary algorithms (EAs) to optimize these subproblems in a collaborative manner. Each subproblem is optimized by using information from its neighboring subproblems, which makes MOEA/D with relative low computational complexity. Neighborhood relations between these subproblems are defined based on Euclidean distances between their weight vectors. The diversity of the population is implicitly maintained by specifying a good spread of the weight vectors in the objective space. In recent years, MOEA/D has attracted increasing research interests and many follow-up studies have been published. In [23]–[30], authors combine MOEA/D with other metaheuristics. Deb and Jain [21], [22] Ishibuchi et al. [31], [32] research on different scalarizing approaches. Besides, some studies address the problem of adjusting weight vectors to make optimal
solutions uniformly distributed along the PF [20], [23], [33] and extending applications from benchmark problems to real-world problems [24], [34]–[39].

In general, the weighting method and the \(\varepsilon\)-constraint method are two basic generation methods [1]. They are often used as elements of more developed methods. MOEA/D [15] takes inspiration from the weighting method. The \(\varepsilon\)-constraint method selects one of the objectives as the main objective while transforming the other non-main objectives to constraints and associating each non-main objective with an upper bound coefficient. Mavrotas et al. [40] firstly proposed an augmented \(\varepsilon\)-constraint method (AUGMECON) which divides the range of each non-main objective function into a fixed number of equal intervals by using the ideal and nadir points obtained from the payoff table and uses these grid points as upper bound vectors. Besides, in order to avoid the production of weakly Pareto optimal solutions, AUGMECON transforms inequality constraints to equality ones by explicitly incorporating slack variables. In the literature, several versions of the \(\varepsilon\)-constraint method have been put forward. Mavrotas et al. [41] presented the AUGMECON2 which is an improvement of AUGMECON. It introduces a concept of the bypass coefficient which indicates how many consecutive iterations can be bypassed. Grandinetti et al. [42] proposed an approximate \(\varepsilon\)-constraint method to solve a multi-objective job scheduling problem. The method defines a finite sequence of \(\varepsilon\)-constraint problems through a progressive reduction of the values of upper bound coefficients. Zhang et. al. [43] put forward a simple augmented \(\varepsilon\)-constraint method (SAUGMECON) which is a variant of AUGMECON2. The innovative mechanisms of SAUGMECON include an extension to the acceleration algorithm with an early exit and an addition of an acceleration algorithm with bouncing steps.

In this paper, we synthesize the merits of the decomposition strategy and the \(\varepsilon\)-constraint method and propose a new decomposition based multi-objective evolutionary algorithm with the \(\varepsilon\)-constraint framework (DMOEA-\(\varepsilon\)-C). DMOEA-\(\varepsilon\)-C explicitly decomposes an MOP into a series of scalar constrained optimization subproblems by selecting one of the objectives as the main objective function and associating each subproblem with an upper bound vector. These subproblems are optimized collaboratively by an EA based on the Deb’s feasibility rule [44]. And each subproblem is optimized by using information only from its neighboring subproblems. Besides, since the selection of the main objective function is a very important factor under the \(\varepsilon\)-constraint framework, a main objective alternation strategy is proposed and used periodically. Then in order to tackle problems induced by the main objective alternation strategy, a solution-to-subproblem matching procedure is designed to place the nearest solution to each subproblem and is utilized after the main objective alternation strategy. Finally, for the purpose of further improving performance, a subproblem-to-solution matching procedure is proposed to find a subproblem with the minimum constraint violation value for a new generated solution.

The major innovations and contributions of the paper include the following:

- To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to incorporate the \(\varepsilon\)-constraint method into the decomposition strategy and solve an MOP via optimizing a series of scalar constrained subproblems collaboratively using the neighbour information. This idea gives birth to a new efficient MOEA, namely, DMOEA-\(\varepsilon\)-C. Numerical results show that DMOEA-\(\varepsilon\)-C is superior to or competitive against six state-of-the-art MOEAs on thirty-four continuous test problems. It also shows obvious advantages over MOEA/D on multiobjective 0-1 knapsack problems.
- Under the \(\varepsilon\)-constraint framework, DMOEA-\(\varepsilon\)-C tends to retain feasible solutions for each subproblem. This will be bad for the optimization of the main objective function. Thus a main objective alternation strategy is proposed and used periodically to tackle this problem. And the necessity of the main objective alternation strategy is experimentally confirmed in Section VI-A.
- After the main objective alternation strategy is utilized, a solution which is good for the current subproblem will no longer perform well since the objective function of this subproblem has been changed. Thus a solution-to-subproblem matching procedure is designed to place the nearest solution to each subproblem.
- When a new solution is generated, it may perform badly for the current subproblem but perform well for another subproblem. In order to avoid wasting potentially useful solutions and make best use of them, the subproblem-to-solution matching procedure is proposed to find a subproblem with the minimum constraint violation value for the new solution. The two matching procedures strike a balance between convergence and diversity. And further experimental results in Section VI-B confirm the effects of the two matching procedures.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reformulates MOPs under the \(\varepsilon\)-constraint framework. Section III describes the algorithmic framework of the DMOEA-\(\varepsilon\)-C. Sections IV and V show comparison results about DMOEA-\(\varepsilon\)-C against other state-of-the-art MOEAs on continuous benchmark problems and against MOEA/D on multi-objective 0/1 knapsack problems (MOKPs). Some further experimental studies on the parameter sensitivity, the effectiveness of the solution-to-subproblem matching procedure, the subproblem-to-solution matching procedure, and the farthest-candidate approach in DMOEA-\(\varepsilon\)-C are conducted in Section VI. Section VII concludes this paper.

II. FORMULATION OF MOPs UNDER THE \(\varepsilon\)-CONSTRAINT FRAMEWORK

In the \(\varepsilon\)-constraint method first introduced by Haines et al. [45], one of the objectives is selected as the main objective function to be optimized and all the other non-main objectives are converted into constraints by giving an upper bound coefficient to each of them. The \(\varepsilon\)-constraint problem corresponding to the MOP \(P0\) is formulated as follows:

\[
P1: \quad \text{minimize } f_{\text{main}} = f_s(x) + \rho \sum_{i=1}^{m} f_i(x)
\]

subject to
\[
\left\{ \frac{f_i(x) - \varepsilon_i}{\varepsilon_i - \varepsilon_i^{-}} \leq 1, \forall i \in \{1, 2, \cdots, m\}/\{s\} \right\} \quad x = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) \in \Omega
\]
where $0 \leq \varepsilon = (\varepsilon_1, ..., \varepsilon_{s-1}, \varepsilon_{s+1}, ..., \varepsilon_m) \leq 1$ is the upper bound vector. The main objective index $s$ is randomly selected from $\{1, 2, ..., m\}$ or predefined by decision makers. $\rho = 0$ is a very small positive number, $z^* = (z^*_1, ..., z^*_m)$ and $z^{nad} = (z^{nad}_1, ..., z^{nad}_m)$ are the ideal point and the nadir point, respectively. The exact definitions will be given in the following. An example illustration of different upper bounds for the $\varepsilon$-constraint method is shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, different upper bounds (i.e., different $\varepsilon$ values) for the objective function $f_2$ are given, while the objective function $f_1$ is selected as the main objective function to be minimized. The Pareto optimal solutions corresponding to the four upper bound vectors are shown by the black points.

**Definition 1.** (Ideal Point $z^*$): The component $z^*_i$ of the ideal point $z^* \in \mathbb{R}^m$ is obtained by minimizing each of the objective functions individually subject to the constraints, that is, by solving the following problems:

$$\text{minimize} \quad f_i(x) \quad \text{for} \quad i = 1, ..., m$$

**Definition 2.** (Nadir Point $z^{nad}$): The nadir point is the upper bound of the Pareto front. Each element $z^{nad}_i$ of the nadir point $z^{nad} \in \mathbb{R}^m$ is defined as $z^{nad}_i = \max\{f_i|F = (f_1, f_2, ..., f_m) \in PF\}$ for $i = 1, ..., m$.

Nadir points are much harder to obtain than ideal points. The payoff table provides a way for roughly estimating nadir points. However, it does not guarantee the accurate calculation except for bi-objective problems [46]. Several approaches have been proposed to calculate nadir points [47], [48]. In this paper, we simply replace the ideal point by the minimum value of each objective function in the population, replace the nadir point with the maximum value of each objective function in the external archive, and update them iteratively.

According to the theoretical results given by Miettinen [1], every Pareto optimal solution of an MOP can be found via the $\varepsilon$-constraint method by altering the upper bounds and the main objective function to be minimized. This result provides a theoretical foundation for the proposed DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C.

### III. FRAMEWORK OF DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C

#### A. Algorithmic Framework

The decomposition based multi-objective evolutionary algorithm with the $\varepsilon$-constraint framework (DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C) converts an MOP into $N$ scalar constrained subproblems and optimizes them simultaneously in a single run. Let $\varepsilon^1, \varepsilon^2, ..., \varepsilon^N$ be a set of evenly spread upper bound vectors, and the neighborhood of upper bound vector $\varepsilon^i$ is defined as a set of its several closest upper bound vectors in $\{\varepsilon^1, \varepsilon^2, ..., \varepsilon^N\}$. The neighborhood of the $i$th subproblem consists of all subproblems with the upper bound vectors from the neighborhood of $\varepsilon^i$ and is denoted as $B(i)$. When optimizing each subproblem, the feasibility rule [44] is adopted as the constraint handling method. When two solutions are compared, the following criteria are followed:

1. Any feasible solution is preferred to any infeasible
Algorithm 2 Solution-to-Subproblem Matching

Input: \( N \) solutions \((x^1, FV^1), \ldots, (x^N, FV^N)\) and \( N \) subproblems with upper bound vectors \( \varepsilon^1, \varepsilon^2, \ldots, \varepsilon^N \).

Output: Matched pairs \((x^k, FV^k) \sim \varepsilon^l (k, l = 1, \ldots, N)\).

1: Initialize \( S = \{1, 2, \ldots, N\} \).
2: while \( S \) is nonempty do
3: Randomly select an upper bound vector \( \varepsilon^l, l \in S \).
4: for \( i = 1 \) to \( N \) do
5: \[ d_i^l = \sum_{j=1, j \neq s} |f_j^l - \varepsilon_j^l| \]
6: end for
7: \( k = \text{argmin}_{i=1, \ldots, N} (d_i^1, d_i^2, \ldots, d_i^N) \).
8: \( FV^k = \text{Inf}; S = S / \{l\} \).
9: end while

Algorithm 3 Dynamic Resource Allocation [17]

Input: Utility values \( \pi^1, \pi^2, \ldots, \pi^N \), old and new function value of each subproblem, denoted as \( f_{main}^{old}, f_{main}^{new} \), respectively, for all \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, N \).

Output: The indices of the selected subproblems \( I \).

1: for \( i = 1 \) to \( N \) do
2: \( \Delta^i = f_{main}^{old} - f_{main}^{new} \).
3: \( \pi^i = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } \Delta^i > 0.001 \\ (0.95 + 0.05 \cdot \Delta^i / 0.001), & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \)
4: end for
5: Set \( I = \emptyset \) and select the indices of the \( m \)-subproblems whose epsilon vectors are permutation of \((1, 0, \ldots, 0)\). Choose other \( \left\lfloor \frac{N}{m} \right\rfloor - m - 1 \) indices using 10-tournament selection according to \( \pi^i \), and add them to \( I \).

Algorithm 4 Subproblem-to-Solution Matching

Input: New generated solution \( y \) and \( N \) subproblems with upper bound vectors \( \varepsilon^1, \varepsilon^2, \ldots, \varepsilon^N \).

Output: The index of the selected subproblem \( k \).

1: for \( l = 1 \) to \( N \) do
2: \( CV^l = \sum_{j=1, j \neq s} \max\left(\frac{y_j - z^*_j}{\varepsilon_j} - \varepsilon_j^l, 0\right) \).
3: if \( CV^l = 0 \) then
4: \( CV^l = \frac{1}{\sum_{j=1, j \neq s} \left(\frac{y_j - z^*_j}{\varepsilon_j} - \varepsilon_j^l\right)} \).
5: end if
6: end for
7: \( k = \text{argmin}_{i=1, \ldots, N} (CV^1, CV^2, \ldots, CV^N) \).
II Select the subproblem for which \( y \) is feasible and is nearest to \( y \) in the objective space.
selected for the newly generated solution. The constraint violation value of the solution $y$ regarding the subproblem with $c_i$ is defined as described in Algorithm 4. Since the feasibility rule is adopted to handle constrained subproblems, this procedure is good for convergence. The solution-to-subproblem matching procedure and the subproblem-to-solution matching procedure consider diversity and convergence, respectively.

5) Farthest-Candidate Approach (Algorithm 5) [49]: In DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C, an external archive population ($EP$) is maintained in addition to the evolving population. Thus when a new solution is generated, the $EP$ should be updated. And if the number of individuals in $EP$ exceeds $S$, $EP$ is pruned until its size equals to $S$.

In many MOEAs, in order to maintain a good spread of obtained nondominated solutions, several crowded comparison mechanisms have been proposed. In NSGA-II [9], a crowding distance based comparison mechanism is adopted. Kukkonen and Deb [50] put forward an improved pruning of nondominated solutions. This method removes the solution that has the minimum crowding distance value one by one and recalculates the crowding distance value after each removal until the number of the remaining solutions is equal to the population size. In [51], a fast and effective method which is based on the crowding distance using the nearest neighborhood of solutions in the Euclidean sense is proposed. However, Chen et. al [49] pointed out that these methods are unable to get a good spread result under some situations and presented a particular case for further explanation. Thus, the farthest-candidate approach [49] inspired by the best-candidate sampling algorithm [52] in sampling theory is adopted here to prune $EP$.

In the farthest-candidate approach, boundary points (solutions with the minimum and maximum objective values) are selected first. Then the candidate point among the unselected points which is farthest from the selected points is chosen iteratively. In this way, a set of evenly distributed nondominated solutions will be selected from a set of alternative nondominated solutions. In Algorithm 5, $P_{\text{accept}}$ stores selected solutions, $D$ stores the minimum Euclidean distance between $x$ and unselected points, and $\text{dist}(x, x')$ is a function that calculates the Euclidean distance between $x$ and $x'$. The superiority of the farthest-candidate approach over the crowding distance based one used in [9] will be demonstrated in Section VI-B.

### B. Discussions

1) Main Differences Between DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C and MOEA/D: Both DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C and MOEA/D introduce the concept of decomposition into MOEAs. Specifically, MOEA/D decomposes an MOP into $N$ scalar subproblems by a scalarizing function. DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C selects one of the objectives as the main objective function and converts the other non-main objectives into constraints by giving them upper bound coefficients. Based on $N$ evenly distributed upper bound vectors, an MOP is decomposed into $N$ scalar constrained subproblems. Similarly, the neighborhood of each subproblem is defined according to the Euclidean distances from the upper bound vector corresponding to the subproblem to other upper bound vectors for DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C. $N$ subproblems are optimized using the neighbour information in parallel. However, there are three special mechanisms in DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C for improving the performance. Firstly, Since DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C tends to retain feasible solutions for each subproblem, this will be bad for the optimization of the main objective function. Thus a main objective alternation strategy is proposed. In order to tackle problems induced by the main objective alternation strategy, a solution-to-subproblem matching procedure is proposed to place the nearest solution to each subproblem. Lastly, a subproblem-to-solution matching procedure is used to find a subproblem with the minimum constraint violation value for the newly generated solution.

2) Main Differences Between DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C and AUGMECON: Both DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C and variants of AUGMECON convert an MOP into a series of scalar constrained subproblems, but they handle these subproblems in totally different ways. Specifically, variants of AUGMECON optimize them one by one, while DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C solves them collaboratively by using the neighbour information. Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that the exact or approximated ideal point and nadir point are needed in advance in various variants of AUGMECON, while there is no such limitation in DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C. Actually, the ideal point and the nadir point are updated in each generation.
A. MOEAs for Comparison

Six state-of-the-art MOEAs are considered as competitive candidates, including MOEA/D [15], MOEA/D-DRA [17], MOEA/D-AWA [20], SMEA [53], MOCell [54], and SMPSO [55]. MOEA/D, MOEA/D-DRA, and MOEA/D-AWA are all based on decomposition and perform better than a number of popular algorithms. SMEA is a newly proposed competitive multiobjective evolutionary algorithm. It is based on the self-organizing mapping method (SOM) and the neighborhood relationship concept. SMEA has been compared with some advanced multiobjective evolutionary methods and has shown its advantages over competitive approaches. MOCell and SMPSO are cellular-based and particle swarm optimization (PSO)-based multiobjective solvers, respectively. And they both can obtain competitive results on ZDT test suites.

We use the implementation of MOEA/D, MOEA/D-DRA, MOCell, and SMPSO provided by the jMetal framework [56]. Besides, DMOEA-εC and SMEA are implemented in MATLAB, while MOEA/D-AWA is implemented in C++ [3]. All of them are executed on the same computer.

B. Performance Metrics

Three commonly used performance metrics, i.e., inverted generational distance (IGD) [57], hypervolume (HV) [10], and additive ε-indicator ($I_{\epsilon+}$) [58] are employed to evaluate the performance of all compared algorithms.

The IGD metric measures the average distance from a set of uniformly distributed Pareto optimal points over the PF $P^*$ to the approximation set $P$. It can be formulated as:

$$IGD(P^*, P) = \frac{\sum_{x^* \in P^*} d(x^*, P)}{|P^*|}$$

where $d(x^*, P)$ is the minimal Euclidean distance between $x^*$ and any point in $P$, and $|P^*|$ is the cardinality of $P^*$. If $|P^*|$ is large enough to represent the PF very well, $IGD(P^*, P)$ could measure both diversity and convergence of $P$ in a sense. A smaller IGD value indicates a better $P$.

The HV metric measures the size of the objective space dominated by the solutions in $P$ and bounded by the reference point $r$. It is defined as:

$$HV(P, r) = VOL(\bigcup_{x \in P} [f_1(x), r_1] \times \cdots \times [f_m(x), r_m])$$

where $r = (r_1, \ldots, r_m)$ is a reference point in the objective space dominated by any Pareto optimal point, and $VOL(\cdot)$ is the Lebesgue measure. A larger HV value implies a better $P$.

The additive ε-indicator ($I_{\epsilon+}$) gives the factor by which an approximation set $P$ is worse than the PF $P^*$ with respect to all objectives. It is formulated as:

$$I_{\epsilon+}(P, P^*) = \inf_{\epsilon \in \mathbb{R}^+} \left\{ \forall z^2 \in P^*, \exists z^1 \in P : z^1_1 \geq \epsilon + z^2_1 \right\}$$

where $z^1_1 \geq \epsilon + z^2_1$ if and only if $\forall i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, m\} : z^1_i \leq \epsilon + z^2_i$.

It measures the convergence of the approximation set $P$. A smaller $I_{\epsilon+}$ value indicates a better $P$.

C. Multi-objective Continuous Test Instances

The ZDT test instances, tri-objective DTLZ test instances [59], UF test suites [60] which are part of the CECC2009 MOP test instances, LZ test suites [16] with complicated PS shapes, and bi-objective WFG test suites [61] with complicated PF shapes are adopted for comparing DMOEA-εC with other six MOEAs.

D. Parameter Settings

1) Public Parameter Settings: For a fair comparison, the choice of parameters are the same as the comparison algorithms. Specifically, the population size is set to $N = 100$ for the ZDT and bi-objective WFG problems. Due to the differences in algorithmic frameworks, $N$ is set to 351, 306, 324, 300 for the tri-objective DTLZ problem for MOEA/D and its variants, MOCell, DMOEA-εC, and the remaining algorithms, respectively. As to the UF problems, population size is set to $N = 600$ for bi-objective and $N = 1000$ for tri-objective.

Since the algorithmic frameworks of the proposed DMOEA-εC and comparison algorithms are all different, the calculations of the population size $N$ are conducted differently. The population size of MOEA/D is determined by the number of weight vectors $N = C^{m-1}_{H m-1}$ ($m$ is the number of objectives and $H$ is a controlled parameter). In order to have a comparable population size, for the tri-objective problems we set $H = 25$, thus $N = 351$. The population size of MOCell is determined by the number of cellular grids. For the tri-objective problems we set $N = 17 \times 18 = 306$. The population size of DMOEA-εC is determined by $N = q^{m-1} q$ (q is a controlled parameter). For the tri-objective problems we set $q = 18$, thus $N = 324$. For the remaining algorithms, we set $N = 300$.

1Download from the website “https://github.com/jMetal/jMetal”.
2The source codes of DMOEA-εC can be downloaded from the website “http://pris.bit.edu.cn/home/people/OtherStaff/xinxin.htm”.
3The source codes of MOEA/D-AWA and SMEA are obtained from their authors.

3) Computational Complexity Analysis: The time complexity analysis of DMOEA-εC is presented in Table I. In summary, the time complexity of DMOEA-εC is $O(m \cdot S^2) \approx O(m \cdot N^2)$. Besides, the time complexity of MOEA/D and MOEA/D-DRA is $O(m \cdot N \cdot T)$ [15], [17]. And the time complexity of MOEA/D-AWA is $O(m \cdot N^2 \cdot (T + nus))$ [20]. Compared with MOEA/D and its variants, DMOEA-εC allocates additional computational resources to the solution-to-subproblem matching procedure, the subproblem-to-solution matching procedure and the farthest candidate approach when pruning EP. The computational resources spent on two matching procedures are negligible. And the main time complexity is introduced by the farthest-candidate approach described in Algorithm 6.
Since 4 out of 9 LZ test problems are included in the UF test suites, for the remain LZ problems the population size is set to \( N = 300 \). For a fair comparison, an external archive population with the size of \( S = \lfloor 1.5N \rfloor \) is added to the comparison algorithms. Besides, the DE operator and Gaussian mutation are used in solving ZDT, DTLZ, and WFG test problems. The DE operator and polynomial mutation are adopted in solving UF and LZ test problems. Moreover, control parameters for these reproduction operators are the same as those claimed in comparative MOEAs\(^5\). All compared algorithms stop when the number of function evaluations reaches the maximum number. For a fair comparison, in accordance with the parameter settings in comparison algorithms, the maximum number of function evaluations is set to 50,000 for the ZDT problems, 75,000 for the tri-objective DTLZ problems, 300,000 for the UF problems, 150,000 for the remain LZ problems, and 45,000 for the bi-objective WFG problems. Finally, each algorithm is executed 30 times independently on each instance.

2) Parameter settings in MOEA/D, MOEA/D-DRA, and MOEA/D-AWA: Parameter settings adopted here are the same as those claimed in [15], [17], and [20].

   Neighborhood size: \( T = \lfloor 0.1N \rfloor \);
   Probability of selecting mate solutions from neighborhood: \( \delta = 0.9 \);
   Maximal number of replacement: \( n_r = \lfloor 0.01N \rfloor \).

In addition to the above mentioned common parameters, the iteration interval of utilizing the dynamic resource allocation strategy is set as \( DRA_{\text{interval}} = 50 \) for MOEA/D-DRA and MOEA/D-AWA. For MOEA/D-AWA, the maximal number of subproblems adjusted is set as \( nus = \lfloor 0.05N \rfloor \). The parameter \( rate_{\text{eval}} \) is set to 0.8.  

3) Parameter Settings in SMEA: Parameter settings in SMEA adopted here are the same as those claimed in [53].

   SOM structures: 1-dimensional structure \( 1 \times 100 \) for bi-objective MOPs.
   Initial learning rate: \( \tau_0 = 0.9 \);
   Neighborhood size: \( T = 5 \);
   Probability of selecting mate solutions from the neighborhood: \( \delta = 0.7 \);
   Maximal number of replacement: \( n_r = 1 \).

4) Parameter Settings in MOCell: Parameter settings in MOCell adopted here are the same as those claimed in [54].

   Neighborhood: 1-hop neighbours (8 surrounding solutions);
   Selection of parents: binary tournament + binary tournament;
   Feedback: 20 individuals.

5) Parameter Settings in SMPSO: Parameter settings in SMPSO adopted here are the same as those claimed in [55].

   The inertia weight: \( w = 0.1 \);
   The range of \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \): [1.5, 2.5].

6) Parameter Settings in DMOEA-\( \varepsilon \)-C: When compared with each algorithm, parameter settings in DMOEA-\( \varepsilon \)-C are set the same as each competitor. Besides, the setting of \( IN_m \) varies with different test problems. \( IN_m \) is set to \( \lfloor 50\% \times \text{(number of iterations)} \rfloor \) for ZDT problems, \( \lfloor 20\% \times \text{(number of iterations)} \rfloor \) for UF, LZ, and WFG problems.

\(^5CR\) is changed to 0.9 only for ZDT problems.

**Table II**: Reference points of test instances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance</th>
<th>Reference point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZDT1-ZDT4, ZDT6, UF1-UF7, LZ1, LZ3, LZ4, LZ7, LZ9</td>
<td>(1.1, 1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLTZ1-DLTZ4, UF8-UFI0</td>
<td>(1.1, 1.1, 1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTLZ6</td>
<td>(1.1, 1.1, 6.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFG1-WFG9</td>
<td>(2.2, 4.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**E. Experimental Results**

This part of experiments are designed to study the effectiveness of DMOEA-\( \varepsilon \)-C on continuous MOPs. At first, the classical ZDT and DTLZ test suites are investigated. Performance of DMOEA-\( \varepsilon \)-C on more complicated test instances will be studied later.

In calculating the performance metrics, 100 nondominated solutions selected from the combination of the evolving population and \( Ep \) using the farthest-candidate approach (Algorithm 5) are used in the case of ZDT and WFG problems, and 300 in the case of DTLZ problems. Similarly, for UF and LZ test problems 100 and 150 nondominated solutions are selected and used for the performance metrics calculation for two-objective and tri-objective problems, respectively.

With the purpose of calculating the \( IGD \) metric value, \( P^* \) is chosen to be a set of 500 uniformly distributed points along the true PF for ZDT problems, and 1024 points for DTLZ instances. As to two-objective UF and LZ problems, a set of 1000 uniformly distributed points along the true PF are chosen as \( P^* \) except that 21 uniformly distributed points are chosen as \( P^* \) for UF5. And for tri-objective UF test problems, \( P^* \) is chosen to be a set of 10000 uniformly distributed points along the true PF. \( P^* \) that used for computing \( IGD \) metrics for WFG problems is the same as in [53].

Besides, in order to compute the \( HV \) metric value, the reference point is set as 1.1 times the true nadir point. Specifically, reference points of different test instances are illustrated in Table II.

The means and standard deviations of \( IGD \), \( HV \), and \( I_{E+} \) metric values over 30 independent runs of each algorithm on thirty-four test instances are shown in Tables III-V, respectively. The mean \( HV \) (\( IGD/ I_{E+} \)) values for each instance are sorted in descending (ascending) order, and the numbers in the square brackets are their ranks. The Wilcoxon’s rank sum test at a 5% significance level is conducted to test the significance of differences between the mean metric values yielded by DMOEA-\( \varepsilon \)-C and comparison algorithms. The numbers in parentheses are the standard deviations. \( \dagger, \ddagger, \approx \) indicate the performance of the DMOEA-\( \varepsilon \)-C is better than, worse than, and similar to that of the comparison algorithm according to the Wilcoxon’s rank sum test, respectively. The bold data in the table are the best mean metric values for each instance. Besides, Table VI summarizes the overall performance, including the mean ranks and statistical results obtained via the Wilcoxon’s rank sum test, of seven algorithms on thirty-four instances in terms of three metric values.

---

\(^5\) \( CR \) is changed to 0.9 only for ZDT problems.
### TABLE III

**Statistical Results of Seven Algorithms over 30 Independent Runs on the Thirty-Four Instances in terms of IGD Metrics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance</th>
<th>MOEA/D</th>
<th>MOEA/D-IBA</th>
<th>SMEA</th>
<th>MOEA/D</th>
<th>MOEA/D-IBA</th>
<th>SMEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DTZ2</td>
<td>1.000E-03</td>
<td>1.000E-03</td>
<td>1.000E-03</td>
<td>1.000E-03</td>
<td>1.000E-03</td>
<td>1.000E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTZ3</td>
<td>1.000E-03</td>
<td>1.000E-03</td>
<td>1.000E-03</td>
<td>1.000E-03</td>
<td>1.000E-03</td>
<td>1.000E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTZ4</td>
<td>3.888E-03</td>
<td>3.756E-03</td>
<td>3.722E-03</td>
<td>3.816E-03</td>
<td>3.714E-03</td>
<td>3.956E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTZ5</td>
<td>3.333E-03</td>
<td>3.484E-03</td>
<td>3.406E-03</td>
<td>3.417E-03</td>
<td>3.514E-03</td>
<td>3.066E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTZL1</td>
<td>2.376E-02</td>
<td>2.349E-02</td>
<td>2.356E-02</td>
<td>2.343E-02</td>
<td>2.339E-02</td>
<td>2.346E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTZL2</td>
<td>5.062E-02</td>
<td>5.070E-02</td>
<td>5.062E-02</td>
<td>5.057E-02</td>
<td>5.056E-02</td>
<td>5.067E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTZL3</td>
<td>8.308E-02</td>
<td>8.095E-02</td>
<td>8.362E-02</td>
<td>8.251E-02</td>
<td>8.283E-02</td>
<td>8.328E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTZL4</td>
<td>1.185E-01</td>
<td>1.178E-01</td>
<td>1.184E-01</td>
<td>1.177E-01</td>
<td>1.175E-01</td>
<td>1.179E-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTZL5</td>
<td>1.236E-01</td>
<td>1.235E-01</td>
<td>1.235E-01</td>
<td>1.234E-01</td>
<td>1.233E-01</td>
<td>1.234E-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTZL6</td>
<td>5.046E-02</td>
<td>4.839E-02</td>
<td>4.841E-02</td>
<td>4.834E-02</td>
<td>4.838E-02</td>
<td>4.842E-02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTZL8</td>
<td>1.018E-00</td>
<td>1.017E-00</td>
<td>1.017E-00</td>
<td>1.016E-00</td>
<td>1.016E-00</td>
<td>1.016E-00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE IV

**Statistical Results of Seven Algorithms over 30 Independent Runs on the Thirty-Four Instances in terms of HV Metrics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance</th>
<th>MOEA/D</th>
<th>MOEA/D-IBA</th>
<th>SMEA</th>
<th>MOEA/D</th>
<th>MOEA/D-IBA</th>
<th>SMEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DTZ1</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.667E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTZ2</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.667E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTZ3</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.667E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTZ4</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.667E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTZ5</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.667E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTZL1</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.667E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTZL2</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.667E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTZL3</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.667E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTZL4</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.667E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTZL5</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.667E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTZL6</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.667E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTZL7</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.667E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTZL8</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.667E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
<td>3.638E-03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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TABLE V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance</th>
<th>MOEA/D</th>
<th>MOEA/D-DRAM</th>
<th>MOEA/D-AWA</th>
<th>SMEA</th>
<th>MOCell</th>
<th>SMPSO</th>
<th>DMOEA+C-ε</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZDT1</td>
<td>7.08E-07</td>
<td>4.23E-07</td>
<td>3.04E-07</td>
<td>2.34E-07</td>
<td>4.78E-07</td>
<td>5.27E-07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDT2</td>
<td>6.05E-07</td>
<td>4.04E-07</td>
<td>2.97E-07</td>
<td>2.43E-07</td>
<td>4.78E-07</td>
<td>5.27E-07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDT3</td>
<td>5.40E-07</td>
<td>4.04E-07</td>
<td>2.97E-07</td>
<td>2.43E-07</td>
<td>4.78E-07</td>
<td>5.27E-07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDT4</td>
<td>4.87E-07</td>
<td>4.04E-07</td>
<td>2.97E-07</td>
<td>2.43E-07</td>
<td>4.78E-07</td>
<td>5.27E-07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZDT5</td>
<td>4.00E-07</td>
<td>4.04E-07</td>
<td>2.97E-07</td>
<td>2.43E-07</td>
<td>4.78E-07</td>
<td>5.27E-07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTLZ1</td>
<td>1.18E-01</td>
<td>3.23E-02</td>
<td>2.91E-02</td>
<td>2.48E-02</td>
<td>4.78E-02</td>
<td>5.27E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTLZ2</td>
<td>1.38E-01</td>
<td>3.23E-02</td>
<td>2.91E-02</td>
<td>2.48E-02</td>
<td>4.78E-02</td>
<td>5.27E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTLZ3</td>
<td>1.38E-01</td>
<td>3.23E-02</td>
<td>2.91E-02</td>
<td>2.48E-02</td>
<td>4.78E-02</td>
<td>5.27E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTLZ4</td>
<td>1.38E-01</td>
<td>3.23E-02</td>
<td>2.91E-02</td>
<td>2.48E-02</td>
<td>4.78E-02</td>
<td>5.27E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTLZ5</td>
<td>1.38E-01</td>
<td>3.23E-02</td>
<td>2.91E-02</td>
<td>2.48E-02</td>
<td>4.78E-02</td>
<td>5.27E-02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The final version of record is available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/TEVC.2017.2671462

1) Experimental results on ZDT and DTLZ test suites: The mathematical descriptions of these test problems and true PFs can be found in [62] and [59]. As can be seen in Tables III-V, in terms of IGD metric values, SMPSO shows a significant advantage over DMOEA-C on ZDT test problems, and the performance of DMOEA-C is no worse than that of comparison algorithms on all DTLZ problems except the DTLZ1 and DTLZ2 on which MOEA/D and MOEA/D-AWA show better performance, respectively. For HV, DMOEA-C shows significant superiority over others on both ZDT and DTLZ problems except ZDT3, ZDT4, and DTLZ2. As to I+, SMPSO outperforms DMOEA-C significantly on all ZDT problems, and DMOEA-C shows a clear advantage over others on all DTLZ problems. Besides, both DMOEA-C and MOEA/D-AWA perform better than any other algorithms on the majority of DTLZ problems in all three metrics. The difference lies in that DMOEA-C tends to obtain solutions with more uniformity, whereas MOEA/D-AWA does well in maintaining good uniformity. In summary, the performance of DMOEA-C and variants of MOEA/D on ZDT test instances is not as promising as SMPSO. However, the superiority of the proposed DMOEA-C over comparison algorithms is highlighted on DTLZ problems.

2) Experimental results on instances with complicated PS shapes (UF and LZ test suites): The UF instances come from a set of unconstrained MOP test problems suggested in the CEC2009 contest. The UF and LZ problems involve a strong linkage in variables among the Pareto optimal solutions, thereby posing a great challenge for MOEAs. Their mathematical descriptions and true PFs can be found in [16], [60]. The experimental results on the bi-objective UF problems in Tables III-V demonstrate that DMOEA-C shows competitive performance on bi-objective UF test problems except UF4, UF5, and UF6 in terms of IGD, HV, and I+ metrics. As to the UF4 problem, MOCell performs best among all algorithms in terms of three metric values. Nevertheless, even the best performer, MOCell, cannot obtain a good approximation of PF. However, as for the tri-objective UF test problems, DMOEA-C performs similarly or outperforms comparison algorithms significantly in terms of the three metrics. As to the remaining LZ problems, DMOEA-C outperforms
or performs competitively against competitors in terms of $IGD$ values. For $HV$, DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C shows significant superiority over others on all remaining LZ problems except LZ9. As to $I_{\varepsilon+}$, DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C has clear advantages over comparison algorithms on all remaining LZ problems except LZ1 and LZ3 on which the performance of DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C is slightly worse than that of SMPSO and MOEA/D-AWA, respectively.

In conclusion, the experimental results on UF and LZ test suites indicate that the superiority of DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C is significant on tri-objective UF problems and LZ problems, but not significant on bi-objective UF problems especially on UF4, UF5, and UF6.

3) Experimental results on instances with complicated PF shapes (WFG test suites): In addition to the above mentioned two suites of test problems, experiments on the WFG test instances are conducted to show the ability of DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C on dealing with MOPs with complicated PF shapes. The mathematical descriptions and true PFs of WFG test problems can be found in [61].

The experimental results on WFG test suites in Tables III-V show that DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C performs significantly better than competitors on WFG1, WFG2, WFG5, and WFG7 problems in terms of $IGD$, $HV$, and $I_{\varepsilon+}$ metric values. In spite that DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C is not the top among all algorithms on the rest WFG test problems, the rank values of DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C on the remaining WFG problems are rightly after the best algorithm. To be specific, SMEA performs better than DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C on WFG3, WFG6, and WFG8 problems significantly in terms of three metrics. Besides, MOCell and SMPSO show best performance on WFG4 and WFG9 problems, respectively. The reason for the unsatisfactory performance of DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C on WFG4 and WFG9 problems might be that DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C is not powerful at tackling MOPs with degenerate or deceptive properties. To sum up, DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C has shown competitive performance on solving WFG instances with two objectives.

To summarize, as can be seen in Tables III-V, DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C achieves significantly better $IGD$ values than MOEA/D, MOEA/DRA, MOEA/D-AWA, SMEA, MOCell, and SMPSO in 31, 26, 26, 27, 26, and 25 out of the 34 test instances, respectively. For $HV$, DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C outperforms these competitors significantly in 28, 25, 24, 26, 25, and 30 out of the 34 instances, respectively. For $I_{\varepsilon+}$ metric values, DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C performs significantly better than these competitors in 31, 28, 27, 27, 27, and 24 out of the 34 instances, respectively. Table VI summarizes these statistical results and reveals the overall rank of the seven algorithms, that is DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C, MOEA/D-DRA, MOEA/D-AWA, SMEA, SMPSO, MOCell, and MOEA/D according to the mean ranks. It indicates that DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C has the best performance on these continuous test problems in terms of the three metrics. The superiority of DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C can be attributed to the efficient information sharing among neighboring subproblems under the $\varepsilon$-constraint framework, the main objective alternation strategy and two matching procedures which strike a balance between convergence and diversity. Note that for a few test problems, some paired algorithms obtain different comparison results with respect to $IGD$ and $HV$, although both indicators measure convergence and diversity. For example, DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C has a better $HV$ but worse $IGD$ than SMPSO on ZDT1 and ZDT2. The reason for this occurrence is the different preferences of the two indicators. $IGD$ is based on uniformly distributed points along the PF and prefers the distribution uniformity of the solution set. However, $HV$ is influenced more by boundary solutions and has a bias toward the extensity of the solution set.

For a visual observation, Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the final solutions with the minimum $IGD$ value within 30 runs found by DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C. It is visually evident that for each ZDT and DTLZ instance, the final population obtained by DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C can cover the whole PFs very well and spread uniformly. DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C shows good convergence and obtains solutions with good diversity on UF1-UF3 and UF7. For UF4, UF8-UF10, and LZ problems, final solutions obtained by DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C approximate the PFs not very well but spread widely along the PFs. For UF5 and UF6, DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C can only find some parts of the PFs. As to the WFG test problems with two objectives, DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C achieves good convergence and obtains solutions with good diversity on most of the test instances. In summary, Fig. 3 shows that DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C can achieve the approximations with both good convergence and diversity for most of the test instances.

V. COMPARISONS ON MULTI-OBJECTIVE 0/1 KNAPSACK PROBLEMS (MOKPs)

If $\Omega$ in the $P0$ is a finite set, then $P0$ is called a combinatorial MOP. The multi-objective 0/1 knapsack problems (MOKPs) are taken as test instances. Extensive experiments are conducted in this part to study and compare DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C with MOEA/D on dealing with combinatorial MOPs.

A. Multi-objective 0/1 Knapsack Problems (MOKPs)

This section presents the multi-objective 0/1 knapsack problems (MOKPs) used in the following experiments as benchmarks. Given a set of $n$ items and a set of $m$ knapsacks, the MOKPs can be stated as:

$$\text{maximize } f_i(x) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} p_{ij} x_{ij}, i = 1, \ldots, m$$

subject to $\sum_{j=1}^{n} w_{ij} x_{ij} \leq c_i, i = 1, \ldots, m$

$x = (x_1, \ldots, x_n) \in \{0, 1\}^n$

where $p_{ij} \geq 0$ is the profit of item $j$ in knapsack $i$, $w_{ij} \geq 0$ is the weight of item $j$ in knapsack $i$, and $c_i$ is the capacity of knapsack $i$. $x_i = 1$ means that item $i$ is selected and put into knapsacks.

The MOKPs are NP-hard and can model a variety of applications in resource allocation. A set of nine instances of the MOKPs proposed in [10] are widely used. MOEA/D outperforms a number of MOEAs without additional local search mechanisms on these test instances. In this paper, these nine instances are also used for comparing the performances of DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C and MOEA/D.

The implementation of DMOEA-$\varepsilon$-C in terms of operators is exactly the same as MOEA/D [15]. Specifically, the one-point crossover and standard mutation operator are used to...
generate a child solution. The greedy repair method proposed by Jaszkiewicz [63] is adopted after genetic operators. In the greedy repair method, an item with heavy weight in the overfilled knapsacks and little contribution to the single objective function value is more likely to be removed. The initialization of $z_i^*$ and $z_{i}^{nad}$ are realized by taking each $f_i$ and $-f_i$ as the objective function and applying the repair method on a randomly generated point, respectively.

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{B. Parameter Settings} \\
\text{Due to the differences in algorithmic frameworks, the population size varies in DMOEA-εC and MOEA/D for each MOKP instance, as illustrated in Table VII. The neighborhood size is set as } T = 10 \text{ and the probability of selecting} \\
\text{4In order to have a comparable population size, for the tri-objective and four-objective 0/1 knapsack problems, in MOEA/D, we set } H = 25 \text{ and } H = 12, \text{ thus } N = C_{25+3-1}^{3-1} = 351 \text{ and } N = C_{12+4-1}^{4-1} = 455, \text{ respectively. And in DMOEA-εC, we set } q = 19 \text{ and } q = 8, \text{ thus } N = 19^{3-1} = 361 \text{ and } N = 8^{4-1} = 512, \text{ respectively.}
\end{align*} \]
mate solutions from neighborhood is set as \( \delta = 0.9 \) for all the instances. And the maximal number of solutions replaced by a new solution is set as \( n_r = \lceil 0.01N \rceil \). The iteration interval of alternating the main objective index \( IN_m \) in DMOEA-\( \varepsilon \)C is set as \( \lfloor 10\% \text{(number of iterations)} \rfloor \).

Both DMOEA-\( \varepsilon \)C and MOEA/D stop after \( 500 \times S \) calls of the repair method. Both of them are independently run 30 times for each test instances on an identical computer.

### C. Experimental Results

The \( IGD \) and \( HV \) metrics are used for comparing the performances of different algorithms. In the case where the actual PF is unknown in advance, \( P^* \) can be set as an upper approximation of the PF. Jaszkiewicz has produced a good upper approximation to each 0/1 knapsack test instance by solving the linear programming relaxed version of the Tchebycheff formulation of the original multi-objective 0/1 knapsack problem with a number of uniformly distributed weight vectors [63]. The number of the points in the upper approximation is 202 for each of the bi-objective instances, 1326 for the tri-objective instances, and 3276 for the 4-objectives. In our experiments, \( P^* \) is set as such an upper approximation. The reference points for nine MOKP benchmark problems used in calculations of the \( HV \) metric values are set to be \( r = 0 \).

Table VIII gives the means and standard deviations of the \( IGD \) and \( HV \) metric values over 30 independent runs of both MOEA/D and DMOEA-\( \varepsilon \)C on the nine MOKP benchmark instances. The Wilcoxon’s rank sum test at a 5% significance level is conducted to test the significance of differences between the mean metric values yielded by MOEA/D and the DMOEA-\( \varepsilon \)C. The numbers in parentheses are the standard deviations. \( \dagger \), \( \ddagger \), and \( \approx \) mean that the performance of the DMOEA-\( \varepsilon \)C is better than, worse than, and similar to that of MOEA/D according to the Wilcoxon’s rank sum test, respectively. The bold data in Table VIII are the best metric values for each instance. Fig. 4 plots the distribution of the final approximation with the minimum IGD metric value among 30 runs of both MOEA/D and DMOEA-\( \varepsilon \)C for each bi-objective test instance. Relaxed PF represents the upper approximation obtained by Jaszkiewicz.

With the same number of calls of the repair method, it is clear from Table VIII that DMOEA-\( \varepsilon \)C performs significantly better than MOEA/D in terms of both \( IGD \) and \( HV \) metric values on all the test instances. For example, the average \( IGD \) values obtained by DMOEA-\( \varepsilon \)C are about 46%, 69% and 48% smaller than those obtained by MOEA/D on instances 250-2, 500-2, and 750-2, respectively. Besides, the larger the number of decision variables and objectives is, the larger differences between DMOEA-\( \varepsilon \)C and MOEA/D are. Fig. 4 demonstrates that the set of final nondominated solutions obtained by MOEA/D is dominated by the set obtained by DMOEA-\( \varepsilon \)C on instances 250-2, 500-2, and 750-2. From these figures, it is also clear that the differences in the final approximations between MOEA/D and DMOEA-\( \varepsilon \)C become greater with the increase of decision variables.

In summary, the statistical results on \( IGD \) and \( HV \) metric values in Table VIII and the distributions of final approximations on bi-objective test problems in Fig. 4 confirm the superiority of DMOEA-\( \varepsilon \)C over MOEA/D on solving MOKP benchmark problems.

### VI. Further Discussions

In this section, the parameter analysis and algorithmic behavior of DMOEA-\( \varepsilon \)C are deeply analyzed. First, the influence of the parameter \( IN_m \) on the performance of DMOEA-\( \varepsilon \)C is examined. Then, the algorithmic behavior of DMOEA-\( \varepsilon \)C, including effects of both the solution-to-subproblem matching procedure and the subproblem-to-solution matching procedure...
TABLE VIII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance</th>
<th>250-2</th>
<th>500-2</th>
<th>750-2</th>
<th>250-3</th>
<th>500-3</th>
<th>750-3</th>
<th>250-4</th>
<th>500-4</th>
<th>750-4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>IGD</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOEA/D</td>
<td>5.529E+01†</td>
<td>1.773E+02†</td>
<td>4.201E+02†</td>
<td>2.502E+02†</td>
<td>3.792E+02†</td>
<td>7.526E+02†</td>
<td>2.212E+02†</td>
<td>6.151E+02†</td>
<td>1.055E+03†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4.948E-00)</td>
<td>(8.968E-00)</td>
<td>(2.109E+01)</td>
<td>(1.014E+01)</td>
<td>(2.792E+01)</td>
<td>(3.474E+01)</td>
<td>(1.665E+01)</td>
<td>(2.847E+01)</td>
<td>(2.823E+01)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMOEA-εC</td>
<td>2.970E+01</td>
<td>5.456E+01</td>
<td>2.167E+02</td>
<td>1.899E+02</td>
<td>2.007E+02</td>
<td>3.005E+02</td>
<td>1.485E+02</td>
<td>2.070E+02</td>
<td>5.671E+02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1.397E-00)</td>
<td>(3.691E-00)</td>
<td>(1.066E+01)</td>
<td>(9.558E-00)</td>
<td>(9.358E-00)</td>
<td>(9.292E-00)</td>
<td>(1.762E+01)</td>
<td>(1.068E+01)</td>
<td>(1.000E+01)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HV</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOEA/D</td>
<td>5.239E+07†</td>
<td>6.721E+07†</td>
<td>9.082E+07†</td>
<td>4.837E+11†</td>
<td>1.031E+12†</td>
<td>1.715E+13†</td>
<td>4.833E+15†</td>
<td>3.901E+16†</td>
<td>1.481E+17†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3.009E+06)</td>
<td>(5.815E+06)</td>
<td>(1.033E+06)</td>
<td>(3.136E+10)</td>
<td>(1.056E+11)</td>
<td>(2.868E+12)</td>
<td>(1.083E+14)</td>
<td>(1.038E+15)</td>
<td>(3.005E+16)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

as well as the superiority of the farthest candidate method are further investigated.

A. Parameter Sensitivity Analysis of $IN_m$

$IN_m$ is a major parameter in DMOEA-εC. It decides how often the algorithm alternates the main objective function. To study how DMOEA-εC is sensitive to this parameter, we take the ZDT1, DTLZ1, DTLZ2, UF1, and WFG2 as examples and test different settings of $IN_m$ in the implementation of DMOEA-εC. Different $IN_m$ values are set as [1%, 2%, 5%, 10%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 90%, 100%] (number of iterations). That is to say, the frequency of switching the main objective function becomes smaller and smaller. All the other parameters are kept the same as Section IV. Similarly, 30 independent runs have been conducted for each configuration on these test instances. Fig. 5 shows the variation of means and standard deviations of IGD and HV metrics across all $IN_m$ values on the selected test problems. As shown in Fig. 5, DMOEA-εC performs well with a wide range of $IN_m$ values on UF1 and WFG2. For ZDT1, a large $IN_m$ may be better, while for DTLZ1 and DTLZ2, a small $IN_m$ may be better. Thus it can be claimed that a good setting of $IN_m$ varies with different test instances, such as the settings of $IN_m$ adopted in Section IV. Generally, a larger value of $IN_m$ is good for convergence, while a smaller value of $IN_m$ benefits diversity.

Fig. 5 also reveals that DMOEA-εC with a large $IN_m$ value does not work stably on DTLZ1. A large $IN_m$ value will result in the slow convergence rate and the bad ideal/nadir approximation of the main objective function, which will affect the diversity of the whole population. However, a small value of $IN_m$ means more times of performing the solution-to-subproblem matching procedure. This will result in that DMOEA-εC consumes more computational resources. Thus, a proper $IN_m$ value strikes a good balance between the performance of DMOEA-εC and the computational cost.

B. Detailed Analysis on Behavior of DMOEA-εC

This section designs experiments to study effects of the solution-to-subproblem matching procedure and the subproblem-to-solution matching procedure, and the superiority of the farthest candidate approach.

1) Effects of the Solution-to-Subproblem Matching Procedure and the Subproblem-to-Solution Matching Procedure:

As mentioned above, the solution-to-subproblem matching procedure and the subproblem-to-solution matching procedure strike a balance between convergence and diversity. Then do the above two matching mechanisms indeed play an important role in DMOEA-εC? In order to answer this question, two DMOEA-εC variants, denoted as DMOEA-εC-No_CV, DMOEA-εC-D_No and DMOEA-εC-D_No are developed for comparing with the original DMOEA-εC. Detailed descriptions of the two variants will be given in the following.

Furthermore, why is the distance value from a subproblem to a solution selected as the matching criterion for the solution-to-subproblem matching procedure? Why is the constraint violation value of a solution regarding a subproblem adopted as the matching criterion for the subproblem-to-solution matching procedure? To illustrate the effectiveness of the two criteria, another three variants of DMOEA-εC, including DMOEA-εC-D_D, DMOEA-εC-CV_D and DMOEA-εC-CV_C, are designed.

DMOEA-εC-No_CV: Different from DMOEA-εC, the solution-to-subproblem matching procedure is removed. And the constraint violation value is still adopted as the matching criterion for the subproblem-to-solution matching procedure.

DMOEA-εC-D_No: In this variant, the subproblem-to-solution matching procedure is removed. And the distance value is still regarded as the matching criterion for the solution-to-subproblem matching procedure.

DMOEA-εC-D_D: In this variant, the distance value is adopted as the matching criterion for the subproblem-to-solution matching procedure.

DMOEA-εC-CV_D: In this variant, the constraint violation value and the distance value are adopted as the matching criterion for the solution-to-subproblem matching procedure and the subproblem-to-solution matching procedure, respectively.

DMOEA-εC-CV_C: In this variant, the constraint violation value is adopted as the matching criterion for the solution-to-subproblem matching procedure.

All variants are the same as DMOEA-εC except for differences on the two matching procedures. Here we still consider ZDT1, DTLZ1, DTLZ2, UF1, and WFG2 test problems.
With the same parameter settings as Section IV, the above mentioned five variants are experimentally compared with DMOEA-εC. The experimental results, in terms of the means and standard deviations of the IGD and HV metric values within 30 independent runs obtained by each algorithm for the selected test instances are all shown in Table IX. Similarly, the Wilcoxon’s rank sum test at a 5% significance level is conducted to test the significance of differences between the mean metric values yielded by DMOEA-εC and its variants.

Table IX shows that in terms of IGD and HV metrics, the proposed DMOEA-εC is significantly better than its variants.
on all selected instances. The effectiveness of the solution-to-subproblem matching procedure using the distance value as the matching criterion and the subproblem-to-solution matching procedure adopting the constraint violation value as the matching criterion is confirmed experimentally.

2) Superiority of the Farthest Candidate Method: In order to further investigate the superiority of the farthest candidate method when pruning $E_P$, we compare it with the crowding distance based mechanism used in NSGA-II [9]. Thus, we develop a DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C variant, denoted as DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C-CD, by replacing the farthest candidate method in DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C with the crowding distance based mechanism.

Take ZDT1, DTLZ1, DTLZ2, UF1, and WFG2 test instances as examples. DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C-CD has been experimentally compared with DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C with the same parameter settings as Section IV. The experimental results, in terms of the means and standard deviations of the $IGD$ and $HV$ metric values of the final solutions within 30 independent runs obtained by each algorithm for the selected test instances are all shown in Table X. Similarly, the Wilcoxon’s rank sum test at a 5% significance level is conducted to test the significance of differences between the mean metric values yielded by DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C and its variant DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C-CD.

Table X demonstrates the superiority of DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C over DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C-CD in terms of both $IGD$ and $HV$ metric values on selected five test problems. This also shows the rationality and superiority of the farthest candidate method when pruning the external archive population.

VII. CONCLUSION

Decomposition and the $\varepsilon$-constraint method are two important strategies in the field of multi-objective optimization. This paper has reformulated MOPs by incorporating the $\varepsilon$-constraint method into the decomposition strategy and proposed a decomposition-based multi-objective evolutionary algorithm with the $\varepsilon$-constraint framework (DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C) to deal with MOPs.

DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C explicitly decomposes an MOP into a series of scalar constrained optimization subproblems by selecting one of the objectives as the main objective function and assigning each subproblem with an upper bound vector $\varepsilon$. Then these subproblems are optimized simultaneously by evolving a population of solutions. At each generation, each individual solution in the population is associated with a subproblem. The neighborhood relations among these subproblems are defined based on the Euclidean distance between their upper bound vectors. And the assumption that optimal solutions of two neighboring subproblems should be very similar is still valid. Besides, a main objective alternation strategy, a solution-to-subproblem matching procedure and a subproblem-to-solution matching procedure are proposed to strike a balance between convergence and diversity.

DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C has been compared with six state-of-the-art MOEAs, i.e., MOEA/D [15], MOEA/D-DRA [17], MOEA/D-AWA [20], SMEA [53], MOCell [54], and SMPOS [55] on thirty-four continuous test instances and nine MOKPs test problems. A systematical experimental study has demonstrated that DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C outperforms or performs competitively against other algorithms on the majority of the test instances.

The sensitivity of the parameter $IN_m$ in DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C has been experimentally investigated. Moreover, the algorithmic behavior of DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C including the effects of both the solution-to-subproblem matching procedure and the subproblem-to-solution matching procedure as well as the superiority of the farthest candidate method have been further analyzed. All these experimental results confirm that DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C can deal with majority of the continuous benchmark problems and the MOKP test problems successfully.

Future research work includes investigations of adopting alternative methods to solve each constrained subproblem, employing more effective methods for estimating the nadir point and proposing an adjustment strategy for upper bound vectors to further improve the uniformity of the final population. Besides, based on our previous research works [64], [65], the hybridization of different search operators in DMOEA-$\varepsilon$C is also worthwhile to be studied.
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